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Abstract
There are two obstacles when the TRIZ is applied by mass-engineers from different companies which are difficult identification of specific problems
and transformation of the specific solutions into innovative abilities of the companies. In order to remove the obstacles C-TRIZ, theory of inventive
process solving, the new development of TRIZ is being carried out in China. The core concept of C-TRIZ is the inventive process which is seamlessly
connected with the main design process for successful application of TRIZ.

Introduction
TRIZ, the theory of inventive problem solving, was formerly
developed by Altshulle [1]. The primary purpose of TRIZ was to
provide designers with a strategic problem-solving process with a
minimum number of trial-and-error iterations [2]. The resolving of
inventive problems in TRIZ closely depends on knowledge-based
tools such as 40 inventive principles, 76 standard solutions,

and eight evolutionary patterns. Figure 1 is a typical TRIZ problem-solving process [3] which involves four steps: determination of
the specific or domain problem, abstraction from the specific problem to generic or TRIZ problem, generation of TRIZ solution, generation of specific solution or domain solution. For each step there
are methods or tools in TRIZ to support designers or engineers to
move ahead.

Figure 1: TRIZ process [3].

In the real situation to disseminate TRIZ in industries there are
two obstacles to apply TRIZ. The first is that the engineers or designers who use TRIZ at first time find that it is difficult to identify the specific problem which should be similar in meaning to the
generic problem. The second is how to apply the specific solutions
because they are not the innovations needed by their companies. In
order to remove the obstacles we are developing C-TRIZ, the theory
of inventive process solving [4].

Figure 2 shows the concept of an inventive process which is
core of the C-TRIZ. There are three sub-processes in design process
for new product, which are conceptual design, embodiment
design and detailed design [5]. RD in the figure is one of the three
sub-processes. TA is design task which is the input of the design
process. DO is the document which is the design result or output.
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The stimulating factors start-up an inventive process, which is one
of the unexpected internal or external events, industry or market
structure changes, new knowledge or technologies, policy changes
and so on. An inventive process is from one stimulating factor that
results in the inventive Problem-E. The TRIZ process is used to
solve the problem. After the solution is returned to the process RD
and the product in being designed is changed. This is the end of
the inventive process. The changed design is being processed for
the next sub-process. At the last a new product design is formed
and stored in DO. It is the advantage that the inventive process is
seamlessly connected with the main design process. The massengineers after being trained [6] may apply the process as a kind
routine task. As a result they may apply TRIZ successfully in their
workplaces.
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Figure 2: Concept of an inventive process.
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